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NEW QUESTION: 1
TQM recognizes that quality of all the processes within an organization contribute to the
quality of the product. Which of the following are the most important activities in the Total
Quality Management Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all that
apply.
A. Quality costs
B. Maintenance of quality
C. Quality renewal
D. Quality improvements
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the Exhibit:
Refer to the topology and switching table shown in the graphic. Host B sends a frame to Host C.
Which option describes what the switch will do with the frame?
A. record the destination MAC address in the switching tableand send the frame directly to Host
C
B. send an ARP request for Host C
C. return the frame to Host B
D. send an ICMP Host Unreachable message to Host B
E. drop the frame
F. send the frame out all ports except port 0/2
Answer: F

NEW QUESTION: 3
A user reports that all print jobs sent to a certain printer that require legal sized paper are not
printing.
However, standard size paper jobs are printing correctly. A technician checks the paper tray
and verifies that it is loaded with legal size paper. Which of the following is the MOST likely
cause of the problem?
A. The printer is not designed to print legal sized pages.
B. The paper size for the tray is incorrect in the printer setup.

C. The print queue is holding jobs from printing.
D. The paper weight is too heavy for the printer.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/284867
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